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TITLE

[0001] New Open Insertion Order System To Interface With An Exchange For

Internet Ad Media

CLAIM OF PRIORITY

[0002] This application claims the benefit of priority, under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e),

of U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/082,676, filed on July 22, 2008 and entitled "New

Open Insertion Order System To Interface With An Exchange For Internet Ad Media."

This application is filed as a continuation-in-part of U.S. Patent Application No.

11/933,187, filed on October 31, 2007 and entitled "Online Exchange For Internet Ad

Media," which is a continuation-in-part of U.S. Patent Application No. 11/627,902, filed

on January 26, 2007 and entitled "System and Method for Operating A Marketplace For

Internet Ad Media And For Delivering Ads According to Traded Made in That

Marketplace," which claims the benefit of priority, under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e), of U.S.

Provisional Application No. 60/762,980, filed on January 26, 2006 and entitled "System

and Method for Operating A Marketplace For Internet Ad Media And For Delivering Ads

According to Traded Made in That Marketplace," each of which is hereby incorporated

by reference in its entirety.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0003] The present invention relates to a method and system that will monitor the

delivery of identified advertising campaigns and fill instances of under delivery with

impressions from the publisher inventory of the exchange. More particularly, this

invention relates to a method of ensuring that advertisers and agencies that make a media

buy are able to fulfill their advertising budget in its entirety. In related aspects of the



inventive advertising method, the method can be used as an insurance program where if

the publisher on the media buy catches up towards the end of the campaign, then the

exchange will not charge for the over delivery. An Agency will have the control to

specify the type of inventory that should be used to cover the under delivery as well as

the amount of the under delivery. Other aspects of the inventive method relates to a

computer-implemented system in an open exchange environment that will ensure

delivery of advertising inventory so an agency can bill the client for the budget.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0004] Agencies have issues with their campaigns under delivering. When a

media buy on the plan under delivers, Agencies scramble at the end of the campaign to

try and fill the budget by making spot buys from other sources. This requires manual

monitoring and intervention by media buyers at Agencies. As a result, the trading of

Internet ad media is currently a burdensome and inefficient series of sequential

negotiations between buyers and sellers, or their representatives. Often, when the

Agencies do not catch the under delivery on time, a lot of money is left on the table if

they are not able to find another source to fill the under delivery. It would be desirable

for a system, method, or program to provide for an automated filling of ad media in the

delivery shortfall of other media buys on the plan with inventory from the exchange.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] The invention applies to a system and method that enables the

development and operation of an automated exchange that acts as an insurance program

for delivery shortfall making sure that the campaign budget goals are achieved. If the



other media buy recovers the shortfall before the flight end date, the exchange will not

charge the agency for the excess media.

[0006] By providing interactive, adaptive, and automated filling of ad media in

the delivery shortfall of other media buys on the plan with inventory from the exchange

this invention has immediate application in advertising space of the World Wide Web

("web", "Internet", or "online") at all levels.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007] For a better understanding of the nature, objects, and processes involved in

this invention, reference should be made to the detailed description taken in conjunction

with the accompanying drawings, in which:

[0008] Fig. 1. is a schematic view of an online exchange system for trading ad

media according to the present invention.

[0009] Fig. 2 . is a schematic drawing of the main modules of the online exchange

system of Fig. 1.

[0010] Fig. 3 . illustrates a flowchart showing the required steps for the automated

monitoring of the under delivery and the steps required to fill the under delivery with

inventory from the online exchange system of Fig. 1.

[0011] Fig. 4 . is an example of a screenshot interface by which a buyer can

specify the percentage of under delivery to be covered by the online exchange system of

Fig. 1;

[0012] Fig. 5 . is an example of a screenshot interface by which the online

exchange system of Fig. 1 will not charge the buyer for any delivery above the campaign

budget.



DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0013] While publishers and advertisers are users of the system embodying the

present invention, an end-user is the target of the advertising and is typically an

individual accessing a web page and reading its content and advertisements. The aspects,

features and advantages of the present invention will become better understood with

regard to the following description with reference to the accompanying drawings.

[0014] As depicted in Fig. 1, an online exchange system for trading ad media

consists of a website linked to a central computer (ad media exchange server) connected

to a computer network (in this case the Internet), databases and an information system

based on applications for networked computers, where the interaction of advertisers,

agencies and publishers is allowed for exchanges of ad media in advertising campaigns.

The system is based mainly on a website on the Internet that is connected to the main

computer (server) and store functions and administer access of other remote computers

(media traders) through the website.

[0015] Generally, the fundamental parts of this system are the advertisers,

agencies, publishers, and the ad media exchange system. As illustrated in FIG. 2, the ad

media exchange system includes the following subsystems: a processor; Internet

exchange portal, and processor memory. The memory stores several modules that help

facilitate the actions of the exchange. These modules include an advertiser or agency

module; an ad campaign module; and a monitoring module. The advertiser or agency

module is related to advertisers or agencies buying media from a publisher. The ad

campaign module is related to establishing an ad campaign in an ad server. The

monitoring module is responsible for monitoring an ad campaign delivery and for



automatically filling in a delivery shortfall of media buys of the campaign with media

inventory from exchange. Additional modules (not shown) are provided for ad media

classification, accessing information, tag routing, transacting business and pricing.

[0016] The Internet exchange portal interacts with the modules of the system for

the exchange of campaign delivery information.

[0017] The modules of exchange are composed of computer programs necessary

to guarantee the perfect operation of the exchange system, to assure confidentiality of the

data contributed by the participants, as well as the correct application of its service

demands offered by the system, and to obtain what is required to maintain (sign up,

modifications, unsubscribe) the general parameters of the system, interfaces with banks

and forms of collections, data mining, utilities, anti-virus, anti-spyware, anti-hackers,

report, registration of participants, agreements, regulations, e-mail and general services of

aid and benefits to users, among others.

[0018] The following further describes embodiments of a method and system that

manage a marketplace where parties may buy, sell, and manage ad media; as well as

manage categorization and delivery of ad requests according to specifications provided

by the respective owning parties (e.g., publisher or advertiser or agents thereof).

[0019] Different embodiments encompass the following elements:

[0020] 1. A set of publishers, each representing a property (i.e., advertising space

on a webpage), a network, an aggregation of properties, that contains pages where ads

may be shown.



[0021] 2 . A set of advertisers and/or agencies, each owning one or more

advertisements that the advertiser wishes to have displayed to end-users under certain

defined conditions.

[0022] 3 . An ad media exchange marketplace (herein referred to as "exchange

marketplace or "exchange" interchangeably and without differentiation), where parties

may buy and/or sell media with each other according to free market prices, using

standardized or customized tools.

[0023] 4 . An available Ad Budget translated into a required inventory of ad media

to fill that budget based on the payment method. If the payment for the ad inventory is

on a CPM ("Cost Per Thousand") basis, the required inventory to fill the budget is a

projected quantity of ad requests to be filled as users request and view publisher pages,

where the pages contain space available for advertising. (If advertiser is buying on CPC

('"Cost Per Click"), the quantity to fill is the number of clicks the ad receives. If they

buy on a CPA ("Cost Per Action"), the quantity is the number of conversions)

[0024] 5 . A set of media traders (e.g., media buyers and/or sellers), each able to

transact media purchases and sales on the marketplace of the present invention.

[0025] 6 . A media classification module, which is operable to perform real-time

classification of the ad requests comprising the inventory of ad media. The module is

implemented in hardware, software, or a combination thereof, and is operative in a

computer-based Internet capable system.

[0026] 7 . A set of media "buckets," each comprising a part of the complete ad

media inventory managed by the system, where each bucket contains a quantifiable



inventory of media. Each member of the ad media inventory has the same properties

(e.g., such as page category, publisher site, time of day or month or year, and geographic

location of the end-user), or a subset thereof being a constituent of the bucket.

[0027] 8. A set of market accessor tools, each such tool enabling its user to

perform a combination of: 1) transacting business (e.g., placing buy and sell orders) on

the marketplace embodying the present invention; 2) viewing available media buckets,

their properties, quantity available, and current market prices; and 3) viewing and

managing media currently owned by that user or the party he represents. Additional

information and tools may also be provided by these tools such as detailed status of

executed trades that are currently partially fulfilled. By way of example, if the trader has

executed and cleared a buy order for up to one million impressions in a particular media

bucket to be delivered during the month of May 2008, on May 10th the market accessor

tool can show partial delivery and prorated charges according to ad requests routed to his

ad server by the exchange during the first 10 days of the month. The market accessor tool

can be implemented as hardware, software or a combination of hardware and software.

[0028] 9 . A tag routing module able to receive, classify (via the classification

module) and route ad requests in real time to the ad server(s) specified by media owners.

[0029] The preferred embodiment of the present invention is a method for

supporting open insertion order ("IO") operations for online advertising markets. Figure

1 is a flowchart diagram that depicts this method. This method is predicated on media

exchange activity that takes place between buyers and sellers of ad media on the

marketplace of the Internet.



[0030] Standard producers of online ad-request inventory are publishers. They

own or operate websites that users visit using web browsers, and they allocate space on

those pages where advertisements may be added. Consumers of online ad-request

inventory are Advertisers. They offer products or services online, and they create

advertisements for those offerings which they desire to show to Internet users. Those

advertisements are then added into the publishers' pages so that users see them as they

browse. Each time an individual user browses to a publishers' page that contains pre-

allocated space for advertising, an Ad Request to deliver an ad to fill that allocated space

can be made to an Ad Server either by the user's browser or by the Publisher. As depicted

in the flowchart of Fig. 3, the exchange is initiated when Agency purchases media from a

publisher.

[0031] The Agency can then set up campaign on an Ad server specifying the

budget, campaign flight, dates, rates and impression/click action volume to deliver.

When the ad media is considered in terms of the number of expected ad requests, the

inventory is typically quantified as a particular number of Ad Impressions. Ad

Impressions are priced as a CPM. Additionally, because a click may or may not result

each time an ad is shown to a user, inventory may also be quantified as a particular

number of expected Ad Clicks, and could be priced as a CPC. Inventory also may be

quantified and priced in other standard ways known to those in the relevant art, such as a

number of Conversions and a CPA which measures the advertising cost per users who

purchase or subscribe to the advertised product or service.

[0032] The next step in the exchange process involves the Agency enabling the

campaign for the exchange Agency Trading Desk Open IO feature. At this step the



degree of under delivery coverage to be provided by exchange is specified. Figure 2

demonstrates this step, wherein the Agency will specify the percentage of under delivery

to be covered by the exchange. The Agency will also specify the type of inventory to be

utilized to cover the inventory. For example, the Agency can specify that the under

delivery should be filled with ad inventory on pages about travel read by users in the

United States.

[0033] Figure 4 is a screenshot illustrating an example wherein the Agency has

purchased inventory from National Geographic for demonstration purposes of this

application. As shown in the screenshot, the Agency will indicate in the drop down

option named "Cover Under Delivery" how much of National Geographic's budget can

be utilized by the exchange to cover National Geographic's under delivery. This can be a

range from 0-100%. For example, assume the Agency specifies that 10% of National

Geographic's Budget can be utilized by the exchange to fulfill any under delivery by

National Geographic. Assume the budget to be run by National Geographic is $30,000.

Given this scenario, the exchange can fill up to $3,000 worth of under delivery. So, as

the campaign runs, the present invention will monitor the pace of delivery by National

Geographic. If the pace is trending for National Geographic to deliver $28,000 worth of

media, the exchange will run $2,000 worth of media to fill the under delivery to reach the

total budget of $30,000. If National Geographic is trending to deliver only $25,000 of

inventory, the exchange will deliver the max allocated of $3,000 to fill the under

delivery. In this scenario, only $28,000 of the total $30,000 available budget will be

delivered. In another Scenario, assume National Geographic starts the campaign trending

to delivery only $25,000 and the exchange backfills with the maximum $3,000 worth of



inventory. Then, towards the end of the campaign, National Geographic catches up and

delivers $28,000 worth of inventory. In this case, the exchange will only invoice the

Agency $2,000 of under delivery and will not charge the $1,000 of excess delivery over

the target budget of $30,000. In this scenario, the full $30,000 of available budget was

spent. This is only for illustrative purposes. This invention can be embodied in a variety

of other ways where the Agency can specify a maximum dollar budget that can be

utilized to cover the under delivery instead of a percentage of overall budget. The

Agency will also be able to specify other parameters of the type of inventory that can be

used to fulfill the under delivery. These parameters include targeting items such as

geographic targeting, frequency caps, content of the pages the ad is delivered on, time of

day, day of week and many others. This targeting allows the Agency to model the

inventory used to fill the under delivery of a certain publisher to be as similar as possible

to the publishers original inventory. So for example, if the Agency bought media from a

travel publisher like National Geographic, then the Agency can specify that the under

delivery should be filled with "travel pages" on the exchange.

[0034] Then the Agency sends the small piece of industry-standard software

called an Ad Tag for the publisher to traffic. The Agency specifies to the Publisher how

the Ad Tag should be executed in the contracted terms of the sale, i.e., user geographic

locations, time of day, specified date range ("flight dates"), quantity, and other

parameters.

[0035] The Publisher then traffics the tags and sets the campaign live as per the

terms specified by the Agency. As impressions, clicks and actions are served for the

campaign, the Agency Ad Server logs what has been served and the amount of budget



that has been spent. This is critical for the exchange Agency Trading Desk monitor being

able to then monitor impressions, clicks and actions delivered versus the pace at which

the publisher is expected to deliver.

[0036] Therefore, it must be determined if the campaign is under delivering. If

the campaign is not under delivering, then the campaign proceeds until the campaign is to

be terminated. If the campaign is not pacing to deliver the target budget, then the

exchange Agency Trading Desk automatically starts serving impressions for the

campaign to fill the under delivery. This process continues with exchange Agency

Trading Desk monitoring the impressions, clicks, actions delivered versus the pace at

which the publisher is expected to deliver until the campaign has reached its completion.

Missing from the prior art models is the mechanism and assurance that enables

advertisers and agencies who make a media buy to fulfill their advertising budget

completely. Thus, the monitoring of the campaign delivery and the automatic delivery of

additional impressions from the exchange to cover the under delivery, satisfies the long-

felt need of ensuring complete delivery of advertising inventory so an agency can bill the

client for the budget in its entirety.

[0037] Once the campaign has reached the end of its campaign, the Agency pays

the Publisher for the inventory delivered by the Publisher. Payment is made up to the

maximum specified by the Agency. If the publisher under delivered, then the Agency

pays the publisher for the amount delivered by the Publisher. If exchange did pick up

the under delivery, then the agency pays the exchange for the campaign inventory

delivered by the exchange up to the maximum of the campaign budget.



[0038] Figure 5 is a screenshot illustrating an example wherein if the Agency

representing National Geographic catches up towards the end of the campaign, the

exchange will not charge for any delivery above the placement budget. As exhibited in

Figure 3, the Open IO Discount is $250.00 which indicates the amount that the exchange

will not charge the Agency. This amount of insurance or risk that the exchange will

provide is based on an algorithm that one of skill in the art could generate and implement.

[0039] Thus, while there have been shown, described, and pointed out

fundamental novel features of the invention as applied to several embodiments, it will be

understood that various omissions, substitutions, and changes in the form and details of

the illustrated embodiments, and in their operation, may be made by those skilled in the

art without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. Substitutions of elements

from one embodiment to another are also fully intended and contemplated. The invention

is defined solely with regard to the claims appended hereto, and equivalents of the

recitations therein. Use of absolute terms, such as "will not," "will," "shall," "shall not,"

"must," and "must not," are not meant to limit the present invention as the embodiments

disclosed herein are merely exemplary.

CONCLUSION

[0040] Having now described preferred embodiments of the invention, it should

be apparent to those skilled in the art that the foregoing is illustrative only and not

limiting, having been presented by way of example only. All the features disclosed in

this specification (including any accompanying claims, abstract, and drawings) may be

replaced by alternative features serving the same purpose, and equivalents or similar

purpose, unless expressly stated otherwise. Therefore, numerous other embodiments of



the modifications thereof are contemplated as falling within the scope of the present

invention as defined by the appended claims and equivalents thereto.

[0041] For example, the present invention may be implemented in hardware,

software, a combination of the two, as well as in one or more computer websites

executing on electronic devices such as personal digital assistants (PDAs) and

programmable computers. Each device should include a processor, a storage medium

readable by the processor (including volatile and non-volatile memory and/or storage

elements), at least one input device and one or more output devices. The output

information is applied to one or more output devices.

[0042] In the manner described above, the present invention thus provides an

open network system and method for IO operation with an exchange for Internet ad

media. While this invention has been described with reference to the preferred

embodiments, these are illustrative only and not limiting, having been presented by way

of example. Other modifications will become apparent to those skilled in the art by study

of the specification and drawings. It is thus intended that the following appended claims

include such modifications as fall within the spirit and scope of the present invention.



CLAIMS

1. A method for trading ad media implemented on a server having access to the Internet,

the method comprising the step of:

providing an Internet exchange portal enabling media trader stations to access the

server over the Internet, said Internet exchange portal being configured to enable

media traders to buy, sell, and manage ad media via the media trader stations.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein an advertiser or agency buys ad media from a

publisher.

3 . The method of claim 2, further comprising the step of registering one or more of the

advertiser or agency and the publisher with the server via the Internet exchange

portal.

4 . The method of claim 2, wherein the advertiser or agency sets up a campaign in an ad

server.

5 . The method of claim 4, wherein said ad server is connected to the exchange to

monitor and automatically fulfill a delivery shortage for the campaign via the Internet

exchange portal.

6 . The method of claim 4, wherein the server monitors the campaign delivery and

automatically fills in the delivery shortfall of other media buys of the advertisers

campaigns with media inventory from exchange, and wherein if the shortfall of media

buys are recovered before the end date of the campaign, the server charges no fee

from the agency or advertiser for the media.

7 . An exchange system for trading ad media implemented on a server having access to

the Internet , the server comprising:



a processor;

an Internet exchange portal enabling advertisers, agencies and publishers to access the

server over the Internet; and

a processor memory accessible to the processor, wherein the processor memory

includes:

administration information modules related to advertisers or agencies buying media

from a publisher;

administration information modules related to establishing an ad campaign in an ad

server; and

administration information modules that monitor an ad campaign delivery and

automatically fill in a delivery shortfall of media buys of the campaign with media

inventory from exchange.

8. The system of claim 7, in which the Internet exchange portal interacts with the

modules of the system for the exchange of campaign delivery information.

9 . The system of claim 7, in which the campaign delivery is monitored by a media

classification module which performs real-time classification of the ad requests

comprising the inventory of ad media.

10. The system of claim 7, further comprising a set of media buckets, each including a

part of the complete ad media inventory managed by the system, where each bucket

contains a quantifiable inventory of media.

11. The system of claim 7, further a set of market accessor tools that enable a user to

perform one or more functions selected from transacting business on the exchange,



viewing available media buckets, and viewing and managing media currently owned

by that user or represented party.

12. The system of claim 7, further comprising a set of market accessor tools that enable a

user to view a detailed status of executed trades that are currently partially fulfilled.

13. The system of claim 7, further comprising a tag routing module configured to receive,

classify and route ad requests in real time to an ad server specified by said media

trader.

14. The system of claim 14, wherein if the shortfall of media buys are recovered before

the end date of the campaign, the server charges no fee to the agency or advertiser for

the media.

15. A method implemented on a server for operating an exchange for Internet ad media,

the method comprising the steps of:

receiving ad campaign information for an advertiser from an ad agency server

indicating a campaign budget, ad request information, a campaign duration, and a

number of delivered ad impressions for the campaign;

determining whether the number of impressions delivered indicates an under

delivery condition for impressions allocated according to the campaign budget; and

when an under delivery condition is indicated, performing the additional steps of:

determining a number of impressions required to clear the under delivery

condition;

determining a media type for the required impressions as a function of the

ad request information;



querying an ad exchange to determine whether an inventory of impressions

is available for the determined media type; and,

when an inventory of impressions for the determined media type is

available, acquiring a number of impressions from the inventory for the ad

campaign that is no greater than the required number of impressions.

16. The method of claim 15, further comprising the step of the server forwarding ad tag

information for the campaign to one or more publishers for delivering the acquired

impressions.

17. The method of claim 15, wherein the ad request information indicates a maximum

portion of the budget to be applied for the acquired impressions.

18. The method of claim 16, further comprising the step of:

receiving updated ad campaign information for the advertiser from the ad

agency server indicating an updated number of delivered ad impressions for the

campaign; and,

determining a discount fee amount for the advertiser when the updated number

of delivered ad impressions and a delivered number of the acquired impressions

exceed the campaign budget.
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